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Megan Pahmier

A.I.R. Gallery is pleased to announce Slow Motion—an exhibition of new sculptures by Fellowship Artist Megan Pahmier. In Slow Motion, 
Pahmier presents a series of works that capture and record intimate gestures: squeezing, rubbing, wrapping, and stitching through 
everyday materials like newsprint, metal, plastic and window screen. Marking time through touch, her work seeks to reveal the animate 
properties of matter and activate the awareness required to experience such change. By committing to and contemplating these slow 
changes, such as the yellowing of pristine plexiglass, Pahmier turns our eyes to the porosity of time and space.

Pahmier’s practice continues to be inspired by the unseen—her work activates liminal spaces between object and environment, to explore 
the instability of perception and test relational assumptions. Slow Motion is an opportunity for Pahmier to address aspects of encounters 
that are di�icult to capture through language or image: vibrations, forces, energies. Although rooted in a process-based, post-minimalist 
practice, Pahmier’s work o�ers new perspectives on the capacities of matter beyond the practical and instrumental. Since, her work asks 
viewers to attend to the world in a way that is slow and intentional, it too, makes visible that: we are each other’s environment. 

Megan Pahmier lives and works in Brooklyn, New York. She received her Bachelor of Fine Arts from Maryland Institute College of Art and 
her Master of Fine Arts from Hunter College. Most recently her work has been featured in Formal Complaint at The Knockdown Center, Dust 
Stutter at Essex Flowers, Drawing for Sculpture at TSA gallery in New York and You Are Here at Peana Projects in Monterrey, Mexico. Pahmier 
has been awarded national fellowships at Vermont Studio Center, Byrdcli�e Art Colony, The School of the Art Institute of Chicago and 
Socrates Sculpture Park. Slow Motion at AIR Gallery is Pahmier’s first solo exhibition in New York City.

For more information visit: www.meganpahmier.com
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